
MINUTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 17 JULY 2018 
 
Present:    Patricia Clarke, Jim Davies, Claire Duplock, Dick Follows 
 
1. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
 

1.1 Cyclenation 
 
Subs paid. 

 
1.2 Transpennine Trains bike policy 

 
Patricia had written to Transpennine; their reply is on the blog.  The policy 
may be amended at some point.   

 
1.3 Lancashire County Council infrastructure meetings 
 

Our infrastructure wish list is on the blog.   
 

Nothing further has been heard from Michele Holroyd of the Council.  Dick 
will chase.  
 
Action:  Dick 

 
1.4 Bike bobbies scheme evaluation 
 

Dick is waiting for a reply from the bike bobbies. 
 
1.5 Health festival – 21-23 September 

 
Paul and Ben are ready to help.  Claire and Jim are away that weekend.  Dick 
will ask Ian Dewar if there are any updates. 

 
Patricia will dig out the signature list from the A6 campaign to see who else 
we can approach.   

 
Action:  Dick, Patricia 

 
1.6 Potholes under aqueduct and in Sainsbury’s underpass 
 

Nothing to report.  Dick will contact Gary Bowker again. 
 
Action:  Dick 

 
1.7 Cycle-commuter accounts in the Lancaster Guardian 
 

https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/06/15/email-exchange-with-transpennine-about-bikes-on-trains-policy/
https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/07/17/dynamos-infrastructure-ideas/


This has been running since November but is now coming to an end.  Dick has 
written the final one (unless Nick Lakin writes his own).  It was agreed it had 
been a success. 

 
1.8 Dynamo camera 

 
No reply yet from Rob. 

 
1.9 Bailrigg “Garden Village” response to consultation 

 
On the blog. 

 
1.10 Planning application for Imperial Road, Heysham, and Wyresdale Road, 

Lancaster 
 

Objections raised and on the blog. 
 

2. NEW FLOOD WALL BESIDE THE RIVER LUNE 
 
A planning application has gone in for a flood defence wall beside the River Lune 
from Skerton bridge to the Bay Gateway.  The path will be closed for at least 12 
months, with a diversion on Caton Road.  What should Dynamo’s focus be?  It was 
agreed that, given that we are not qualified to comment on the benefits or 
otherwise of the wall, we should concentrate on ensuring that alternative provision 
while the work is being done is safe and reasonable.  Does the entire length of the 
path need to be closed for the whole period? 
 
Once we’ve had a reply from Tim, Patricia will comment on the planning application. 
 
Action:  Patricia   
 

3. SUSTRANS NATIONAL CYCLE NETWORK REVIEW 
 

During 2018 Sustrans is carrying out an online review - 
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/NCNreview - of the NCN.  Patricia will encourage 
members to respond (in the next Dynamo e-newsletter).  Two of the obvious 
candidates are the state of the canal towpath and the Glasson path. 
 

4. NEXT DYNAMO E-NEWSLETTER 
 

To contain Sustrans review (above), River Lune wall, infrastructure list, call for 
newsletter copy. 
 

  

https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/06/25/dynamos-response-to-bailrigg-garden-village-consultation/
https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/06/17/more-objections-to-planning-applications/
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/NCNreview


5. NEXT DYNAMO PAPER NEWSLETTER 
 

Dick’s deadline for contributions is 31 August.    Dick will ask Paul to write something 
about his holiday, Ben about refugees, Rob about bike and train commuting, Colin 
Stones about his lair. 
 

6. DYNAMO AGM 
 

Dick and Patricia are back from holiday at the end of October.  Dick will ask Paul if he 
will talk about his holiday.  We need (1) assent from Paul, (2) dates when Paul is free, 
(3) dates when the Gregson is available. 
 
Action:  Dick, Patricia 

 
7. DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING 
 

Tuesday 28 August at 7.30 p.m. at Dick and Patricia’s. 


